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Why you need this:
• You encounter raw materials shortages during
production

Better Manufacturing Inventory Management in Sage BusinessWorks
BSoft’s Bill of Materials gives you
the tools to manage your inventory effectively and efficiently.

Your raw materials cost

• You need to plan cash
flow for production

You have just accepted a

• You need to adjust production components for
optimal profitability

what raw materials you have/need
to fill the order and how to schedule production. Run the Bill of
Materials report for the selected
order. There are several options

you need to
ensure that
profit margins
do not suffer.
You have two

• You have trouble scheduling production

• Your profit margins are
cut by cost increases

large order and need to know

PORGRAM REQUIRMENTS:
EXCEL 2003 OR NEWER
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for calculating required quantities, to guarantee that you are
getting all of the information you
need , the way you need it! The
Bill of Materials Report will provide a detailed build tree with all
the levels of the build and the

What if…

has just increased and

options for addressing this
dilemma; you can change the
current vendor price in BusinessWorks or you can simply
change the cost in the Bill of
Materials spreadsheet (for this
order), to compensate for the
current price adjustment. The
result will be an updated finished goods cost to use for accurate customer pricing.

Bill of Material has a special “live
linkage” feature between the
build tree and the materials requirement reports. This feature
enables you to run “what if scenarios.” A change entered on the
Build Tree is carried over into the
materials requirement instantly
providing updated figures for the
possible alternative. Instantly
review all possibilities, the potential is endless!

required components for each
level.
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CHALLENGE
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Effectively manage raw materials,
schedule production, manage
cash flow, and monitor profit
margins.

SOLUTION
Install BSoft’s Bill of Materials

RESULTS
Reduction of material shortages,
efficient re=pricing of finished
goods, and reduction of calculation time for purchase requiremnts.

